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Gallery 32
		and Los Angeles’s
		African American
		Arts Community
Carolyn Peter and Damon Willick
Gallery 32 offered a space where people could express
an independent voice in their work and not be
labeled. Gallery 32 was never a black gallery, a women’s gallery, or a men’s gallery; it was a gallery about
artists who came through with something to say.
—Suzanne Jackson, interview by
Carolyn Peter, 2008

I

n late 1968 a very young Suzanne Jackson opened
an art gallery west of downtown Los Angeles in
unit 32 of the Granada Building at 672 North
Lafayette Park Place.1 She called the space Gallery
32 in homage to Alfred Stieglitz’s Gallery 291 from
earlier in the century. Rather than bring European
modernism to New York audiences, as Stieglitz did,
Jackson introduced the work of young, relatively
unknown LA artists to a broad West Coast audience.
Significantly, Gallery 32 was one of just a few local
arts organizations — along with the Brockman Gallery, the Black Arts Council, Art West Associated,
Ankrum Gallery, Heritage Gallery, and the Watts
Towers Art Center — that supported and exhibited the work of LA’s emerging African American
artists in the late 1960s and 1970s. Though never
exclusively a “black gallery,” Gallery 32 evolved into
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Timothy Washington, Love, 1969. Engraving on aluminum with auto primer paint and nails, 36 × 36 in.
Collection of Aurelia and Warren Brooks

a particularly dynamic venue where many of the
city’s African American artists could experiment
and exhibit their work. Jackson welcomed a diverse
group of artists working in a wide range of media,
including watercolor, drawing, painting, engraving, assemblage, sculpture, and jewelry. The themes
and styles of the art on display were equally varied.
The gallery strove to be unconstrained, and its artists were free to address the aesthetic and political
18 • Nka Journal of Contemporary African Art • 30 • Spring 2012

issues that concerned them. As a result, the space
became a site for artistic innovation and community activism. Although the gallery closed after
only two years in 1970, its history offers a glimpse
into the vibrancy of the Los Angeles art scene of the
period and of the city’s African American art community in particular.2
Jackson, a woman of African American, Native
American, and European descent, grew up in Alaska

Territory and came to California in 1961 as a self-
described foreigner without strong preconceived
notions about race relations in the United States.3
She graduated from San Francisco State College in
1966, having majored in painting and minored in
theater, and then spent a year traveling in South
America and Mexico as a professional dancer for
the State Department’s Music Theatre U.S.A. before
relocating to Los Angeles to join friends living in
the Echo Park neighborhood.
Jackson opened Gallery 32 soon afterward, in
late 1968. She had started to look for a new studio while taking drawing classes from the African
American artist Charles White at the Otis Art Institute and eventually found a one-thousand-square-
foot, two-story space to house her studio and serve
as modest living quarters for $150 a month. It was
just around the corner from Otis and the Chouinard Art Institute, which were located on sites overlooking the hustle and bustle of MacArthur Park.
Jackson decided to sacrifice her downstairs studio
to exhibit many of the talented artists enrolled in
White’s courses who were seeking venues to display
their work. White viewed art as a vehicle for social
activism and change, and Jackson envisioned a gallery that embodied many of his ideals.4
Taking to heart White’s teachings on art as
social action, Jackson and her friends explored
aesthetics, race, politics, and their roles in society
within the gallery’s forum. As Jackson explained: “It
was a place where people could come and talk. . . .
You never knew what was going to happen at Gallery 32. Things evolved from the ideas that flowed
out of a lot of our discussions.”5 Artists such as Gloria Bohanon, Senga Nengudi (then Sue Irons),6 John
Riddle, Dan Concholar, John Outterbridge, and
David Hammons frequently met to eat and talk late
into the night upstairs in Jackson’s studio and living area. She recalls that they often turned to the
question “Was there such a thing as ‘black art,’ and
if so, how was it defined?”7 Such discussions about
black art were central to many African American
artists at the time, for with the rise of the civil rights
movement and the outbreak of urban rebellions
throughout the United States (e.g., the Watts Rebellion of 1965) came increased desires to create art
that addressed the specificities of the black experi-

ence. As curator Edmund Barry Gaither explained
in 1970, black art was unique for its basis in African
and African American culture and aesthetic traditions.8 For many, like art historian Samella Lewis,
“a primary obligation of African American artists
was to understand and use, whenever possible, elements of their cultural heritage.”9
As characterized by art historian Kellie Jones,
the Black Arts movement of the 1960s and 1970s
was defined in part by this belief in the existence of
a unique “black aesthetic” separate from white culture. Though the Gallery 32 artists and their circle
never reached consensus on whether “there [was]
such a thing as ‘black art,’ ” their conversations
certainly fueled their artistic explorations. The gallery’s philosophies and activities also embodied

Emory Douglas, Gallery 32 poster for Emory Douglas
exhibition, October 17–19, 1969, 1969. Screenprint, 24 × 16 in.
Los Angeles, Collection of the Center for the Study of Political
Graphics (cat. no. 1774). © 2012 Emory Douglas/Artist’s Rights
Society (ARS), New York
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many other hallmarks of the Black Arts movement,
among them “social and political engagement; a
view that art had the ability to encourage change
in the world and in the viewer; . . . and forms that
were populist, that could be easily distributed and
understood.”10 Likewise, through its exhibitions,
poetry readings, musical performances, and sponsoring of theater productions, Gallery 32 embraced
a plethora of art forms.
Under Jackson’s guidance, Gallery 32 addressed
community issues and needs by hosting many significant group exhibitions and fund-raisers. It held
a Christmas exhibition to benefit the Black Arts
Council (BAC), a group founded by Claude Booker
and Cecil Ferguson that had evolved out of protests over the Los Angeles County Museum of Art’s
refusal to exhibit contemporary African American
artists and the museum’s lack of outreach to LA’s
black community.11 The BAC served as a powerful voice for the black artists inside and outside the
museum and created opportunities for them. Gallery 32 also exhibited works made by children at
the Watts Towers Art Center to raise funds for their
programs and later cosponsored a dramatic production, Look at the People, based on Bernie Casey’s
poems, at the center.12 Like Gallery 32, the Watts
Towers Art Center was a community-focused organization. Started in 1959 and guided through its
early development by Noah Purifoy and R. Judson
Powell and later by John Outterbridge, the center
offered art classes, exhibitions, and other cultural
activities for area residents.13
The Southern California chapter of the Black
Panther Party (SCBPP) even held a three-day exhibition at Gallery 32 of its minister of culture Emory
Douglas’s pastel paintings of party leaders, posters, and mock-ups for his powerful Black Panther
newspaper illustrations. The show served as a fund-
raiser for its children’s free breakfast program, for
a free health clinic, and for aid to political prisoners. It was organized by Yvonne Carter, the widow
of the Panther leader Alprentice “Bunchy” Carter,
who had recently been shot dead at UCLA. In the
spirit of naturally evolving collaborations between
the arts, the opening included a performance by
Elaine Brown, deputy minister of information
for the SCBPP; she premiered revolution-inspired
songs from her album Seize the Time (1969).14 The
20 • Nka Journal of Contemporary African Art • 30 • Spring 2012

show was so well attended that the Black Panthers
approached Jackson about turning over the gallery
to the party for its own purposes. Jackson declined
the offer, however, explaining that “it was more
beneficial to have a gallery space where people from
all parts of the community, working-class, middle-
class people, people who normally would not go to
a Panther event, would come and see an exhibition
and not be afraid to come in or be admonished by
the police.”15 In actuality, the Los Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) had tried to deter the public
from visiting the Emory Douglas show by stopping
people on the street before entering the gallery, but
this interference only fueled their interest in what
they would find inside.
After that show, the LAPD and the FBI consistently visited the gallery to monitor its activities.16 The surveillance was hardly covert. Jackson
remembers a man, who she suspected worked for
either the FBI or the CIA, often attending openings
with five or six cameras around his neck; he selectively posed groups to document the patrons and
artists associated with the gallery.17 Jackson also
received a bomb threat from an anonymous caller
while installing Elizabeth Leigh-
Taylor’s politically charged charcoal drawings of single figures.
Some of Leigh-Taylor’s work highlighted American countercultural leaders such as Angela Davis,
while others critically attacked the fascist regime in
Greece. The harassment extended beyond the gallery to many of its African American artists, who
felt individually targeted by the police. Jackson, for
example, was followed in her car late one evening
by the police to the gallery, where they arrested her.
She had to spend a weekend in jail — a rather harsh
punishment for unpaid parking tickets. Hammons
was stopped numerous times by the police for
seemingly no reason but his skin color and unconventional appearance. As Jackson explained, “That
was just the way things were in Los Angeles. I mean,
David [Hammons] was stopped every time he went
out on the street.”18 Timothy Washington, another
African American artist who showed at Gallery 32,
recalls being accosted by police with guns drawn as
he walked on La Cienega Boulevard in Beverly Hills
toward Ankrum Gallery, where his artwork was
showing. They wanted to know why he was there.19
Jackson concurred: “You did not stay in Beverly

Bob Heliton. John Stinson in front of his mail truck; front of Gallery 32 announcement card for John Stinson exhibition opening
February 7, 1970, 1970. 6½ × 8¾ in. (closed). Collection of Suzanne Jackson

Hills after 10:30 at night or you would be stopped
by the police.”20
Gallery 32’s multicultural character marked its
audiences as well as its artists. The inaugural exhibition was a three-person show that included two
white artists — Gordon Dipple, a jewelry maker, and
David Swanson, an abstract painter — alongside
Washington, a multidimensional draftsman and
assemblagist. Audiences were also integrated from
the outset; the gallery’s guest book is filled with the
signatures of professors and students from Otis
and Chouinard, actors and dancers, city employees, political activists, and friends of the artists of
all races and backgrounds who came to openings
and bought works. Jackson, who used her connections to theater, dance, and acting circles to attract
mixed crowds to Gallery 32, read the newspaper

celebrity columns to find names and addresses to
send gallery announcements to. She also advertised
the gallery on the radio, getting free airtime by having her ads run as public service announcements.21
Her choice to locate the gallery centrally downtown
helped attract patrons from such divergent communities as Brentwood, Pasadena, and South Central. Jackson recalls that “the people who came into
the gallery were all colors; there were not just black
people coming in, or white people coming in; it was
all colors, all political communities . . . because people could just walk into this beautiful building. It
proved you could have a gallery where you wouldn’t
expect one.”22
One of the gallery’s best-attended exhibitions
featured John Stinson’s abstract paintings. Many
visitors were drawn to the show by the announcePeter and Willick
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David Hammons,
untitled, 1968. Body
print, watercolor, and
pencil on paper,
12 × 7½ in. (sheet).
Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, gift of
George and Judith Sunga.
Digital image © 2012
Museum Associates/
LACMA/Art Resources,
New York
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ment card, which showed Stinson posing in his
postal uniform in the doorway of his mail truck.
Bob Heliton’s photograph spoke to the artist’s
working-class background, with Stinson proudly
displaying the day job that undoubtedly funded
his art practice. The photograph also played on the
homophones mail and male, shifting focus between
Stinson’s gender, his identity as an African American male, and his profession. The opening reception’s crowd included many politicians, government workers, and fellow mail carriers, who lined
up along the balconies and on the street to enter
the gallery. Once inside, visitors were treated to a
selection of small-scale paintings by Stinson, who
brought a delicate touch to the gallery’s list of artists. These paintings were finely executed pencil-
and-opaque-watercolor explosions of abstract geometric form and color. Jackson herself missed the
opening because she had taken a job dancing at a
local nightclub to make ends meet and keep Gallery
32 running.23
Gallery 32 provided artists with a space to take
risks and experiment with media and forms of
expression. Its exhibitions were always varied and
challenging. Ron Moore, for example, created an
entire exhibition of intricately detailed drawings
of phalluses. At the time, Los Angeles Times art
critic William Wilson wrote of Moore’s show: “Elegant and mildly ominous, 16 drawings are closely
worked designs of interlocked biomorphic and
phallus-forms. They are rendered with the intensity
of anatomy book drawings while remaining ambiguous. The total sum of the forms functions as a
single toned shape against the white background.”24
The works in the exhibition sold out, making it
one of the few profitable Gallery 32 shows.25 Moore
created these drawings at a time when leaders of
the black liberation movements, such as Eldridge
Cleaver, were reinforcing a macho, heterosexual
view of the black struggle.26 The artist’s carefully
rendered interpretations of black phalluses spoke
to his personal exploration of his sexual orientation
and anticipated the works of artists such as Lyle
Ashton Harris on the subject of black masculinity
and homosexuality.27
Washington, one of the gallery’s most active
participants, drew with etching needles on metal

Announcement card for Gallery 32’s Sapphire Show: You’ve
Come a Long Way Baby, July 4–9, 1970, 1970. 16.14 × 11.02 in.
Courtesy the Ankrum Gallery records, 1966–1990, Archives of
American Art, Smithsonian Institution

and, instead of using the plates as a print matrix,
presented them as unique drawings. He created
works like Love by spraying black auto primer on
well-
sanded aluminum plates, carefully wiping
away areas of the paint, and incising lines into the
metal surface with an etching needle, a filed-down
nail, and/or an X-Acto blade. Washington would
often integrate found objects, such as nails, to create
a unique collaged aesthetic. When his compositions
were displayed at Gallery 32, Los Angeles Times art
critic Henry Seldis characterized Washington’s
approach as “technical unorthodoxy.”28 Washington explained that he did not use the metal plates
as printing tablets because “if I tried to print from
them they would lose a great deal. I like them as
they exist right now . . . , because paper says a cer-
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tain thing to me, and aluminum says another, and
to print on paper would take away from the luminous quality you have in aluminum.”29 He depicted
figures with simplified facial features and saucerlike eyes because he felt that “[he] could say more
by saying less. . . . [The faces] put an imprint on
your brain. You can’t forget them.”30 Washington
also created dramatic large-scale metal assemblages
that addressed spiritual and religious themes. Many
of his early works exhibited at Gallery 32 took up
the American involvement in Vietnam and African
Americans’ struggles in society. Others dealt with
his African heritage. Later works explored more
expressly spiritual and religious concerns. He honored his belief that the Creator (the Divine) had an
important hand in his creativity, and he signed his
pieces GM, for “God’s Messenger,” before his name
and the exact date.31
David Hammons, who had been especially
encouraging of Jackson’s plans to open Gallery 32,
exhibited his first body prints there. He developed a
unique artistic process of coating parts of his body
or clothes with margarine, imprinting himself on
a sheet of paper or a piece of glass, and then covering the imprint with powdered pigment poured
through a strainer so the greasy, printed area of
the paper or glass would absorb the color. He often
enhanced the piece by silk-screening additional elements such as the American flag. “When I lie down
on the paper which is first placed on the floor,”
Hammons stated, “I have to carefully decide how to
get up after I have made the impression that I want.
Sometimes I lie there for perhaps three minutes or
even longer just figuring out how I can get off the
paper without smudging the image that I’m trying to print.”32 As an indication of the free-flowing
nature of the gallery, Hammons felt comfortable
walking into his own opening reception and hanging a fresh new work on the wall.33
One of Gallery 32’s last exhibitions in 1970 was
the groundbreaking Sapphire, You’ve Come a Long
Way Baby. Organized by Betye Saar, Sapphire was
the first survey of LA’s African American women
artists and included the works of Saar, Jackson,
Senga Nengudi, Gloria Bohanon, Yvonne Cole
Meo, and Eileen Abdulrashid. The group decided to
mount the exhibition after growing frustrated over
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the frequent exclusion of African American women
artists from both the mainstream contemporary
art scene and the rising Black Arts and feminist art
movements of the time.34 Saar noted that leaders of
the feminist movement “had no idea that there were
black women artists. They were ignorant [of the
subject].”35 The exhibition’s title, Sapphire, derived
from the derogatory name often given to ambitious
or aggressive African American women; the subtitle
came from the advertising campaign of the cigarette brand Virginia Slims. Just as it was difficult
to define one specific type of “black art,” the wide
range of art exhibited in Sapphire made it clear that
“feminist art” also defied strict categorization. Nengudi’s minimalist Water Compositions (ca. 1970)
was made of thick vinyl filled with pigmented water,
whereas Saar exhibited intricate assemblages of
found photographs and other objects that explored
her identity and heritage. Sapphire was one of the
few shows at Gallery 32 in which Jackson exhibited
her own art: her lyrical figurative paintings with
themes of peace, love, and interpersonal relationships contributed to the multiplicity of works on
display. The exhibition was later reprised in March
1973 with artists Gloria Bohanon, Marie Johnson,
Suzanne Jackson, Samella Lewis, and Betye Saar in
Black Mirror, an exhibition at Womanspace Gallery
on Venice Boulevard in Los Angeles. The gallery
relocated to the Woman’s Building in late 1973.36
Gallery 32’s final public performance was Jackson’s wedding to musician Pete Mhunzi on August
30, 1970. The gallery’s circle of artists and friends
participated in what Jackson describes as a happening — a day of creative expression with music,
poetry, and a feast in Mococahuenga Canyon at LA’s
Griffith Park. The gallery closed soon after. Jackson
continued pursuing her art and poetry, publishing
her poetry in the books What I Love (1971) and Animal (1978) and exhibiting her own art widely. As an
arts administrator, she organized San Francisco’s
Black Expo in 1972 and served on the California
Council for the Arts from 1976 to 1978. Jackson also
obtained an MFA in theater design from Yale University. After working in the theater, she returned to
the fine arts and began teaching at Savannah College of Art and Design in 1996. Most recently, she
has returned to making art full-time.

Although Gallery 32 closed after only two years,
its legacy reverberates today. In fact, most of the
young artists who showed at Gallery 32 still use
innovative methods to produce art that explores
current political, social, and spiritual issues. In their
artistic practices and their teaching, they continue
to espouse White’s concept of the socially responsible artist. Gallery 32 embodied many of the unique
aspects of LA’s art world, with its do-it-yourself
attitude and youthful spirit. The gallery greatly
enriched the city’s cultural fabric by expanding
opportunities for emerging African American artists and welcoming audiences from all backgrounds.
Carolyn Peter is director and curator of the Laband
Art Gallery at Loyola Marymount University.
Damon Willick is associate professor of modern and
contemporary art history at Loyola Marymount University and editor of the journal X-TRA Contemporary Art Quarterly.
Notes

We would like to thank Suzanne Jackson and the Gallery 32
circle for sharing their art and lives with us; Rebecca Peabody
and the Getty Research Institute for collaborating with us on an
oral history day and public panel with Suzanne Jackson, Betye
Saar, and Timothy Washington; Kellie Jones for leading us to a
copy of the flyer for Sapphire, You’ve Come a Long Way Baby; and
Eileen Harris Norton and the Peter Norton Family Foundation
for their generous support of this project. This article comes out
of research for the exhibition Gallery 32 and Its Circle, presented
at the Laband Art Gallery at Loyola Marymount University, January 24–March 22, 2009.
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